Introduction
============

DNA is transcribed into RNA by proteins that interpret and remodel aspects of gene context, the influence of which decays with distance. Typically, information encoded in DNA and chromatin structure immediately flanking a gene is most influential, although in principle regulatory regions can be located anywhere in a genome read in the four-dimensional space of the active nucleus.

Established modes of gene expression regulation encompass alternative transcription initiation, alternative mRNA splicing, posttranscriptional gene silencing and RNA editing. Such complexity, and the interactive capacity of information processing signal transduction and transcription factors, is broadly correlated with organismal complexity (in the sense of enabling rather than causing, because evolutionary and life history relating to population size may be at least as important) ([@evt077-B46]; [@evt077-B83]; [@evt077-B4]; [@evt077-B59]; [@evt077-B66]).

Fungi are a diverse group of osmotrophs, ranging from obligate, single-celled pathogens to large, multicellular heterotrophs, with intimate associations across the spectrum of life. Most fungal genomes sequenced to date are streamlined by eukaryotic standards (20--60 Mb, 30--70% coding sequence, low-to-moderate levels of transposable elements, 2--3 introns per gene, and low levels of alternative transcription), though current extremes range from just 2.3 Mb for the microsporidian *Encephalitozoon intestinalis* to 160 Mb for the *Ascomycete Golovinomyces orontii,* both obligate pathogens ([@evt077-B37]). The most familiar and first sequenced fungi, the model "yeasts" *Saccharomyces cerevisiae* and *Schizosaccharomyces pombe*, have proven to be atypical relative to the majority of *Ascomycetes* with a reduced genome size and gene count, few introns and a greater proportion of coding sequence. As predominantly unicellular yeasts that are niche adapted, they also show reduced developmental and metabolic diversity (though both display cellular morphological flexibility under certain conditions).

The model yeasts are also clearly atypical in that their genomes are exceptionally well studied. Approximately 85% of *S. cerevisiae* genes are experimentally verified at present, whereas for *S. pombe* the figure is 38%. Study of other fungi, including those of applied interest, is often hampered by difficulty in genetic manipulation, lack of or impractical modes of sexual reproduction, and a high frequency of uncharacterized or entirely novel genes, typified by rapidly evolving families of transporters and transcription factors that have undergone expansion in a number of fungal lineages ([@evt077-B41]; [@evt077-B16]).

In addressing this through comparative genomic analysis, most studies of fungi to date have focused on conserved or lineage-specific protein-coding genes ([@evt077-B20]; [@evt077-B21]; [@evt077-B16]). A complementary approach is to examine the evolution and function of noncoding sequence, such as gene upstream intergenic regions (UIRs) and untranslated regions (UTRs), as gene expression is equally relevant to phenotype as gene product function. This study has taken a pan-fungal approach examining noncoding sequence with the aim of identifying conserved attributes and elements that may control gene expression, with focus on the genus *Aspergillus* where multiple experimentally annotated genomes are available. We find that local genomic architecture is highly predictive of gene function: large UIR genes show strong enrichment in regulatory functions. Although UIR correlates inversely with evolutionary stability of gene order at the genome level, this is not seen for genes with large UIR maintained across species, suggesting functional constraint. In the *Aspergilli*, large UIR genes are involved predominantly in development and high-level metabolic regulation, reflected in a marked experimental characterization bias, and show unique sequence characteristics including a novel, evolutionarily mobile putative *cis*-regulatory motif.

Materials and Methods
=====================

Genome Data Sets and Intergenic Sequence Analysis
-------------------------------------------------

Genome sequence, annotations, and Pfam predictions were obtained from AspGD (*A. nidulans* FGSC A4, *A. fumigatus* Af293, *A. oryzae* RIB40, and *A. niger CBS 513.88*) ([@evt077-B2]), CGD (*Candida albicans* SC5314), SGD (*S. cerevisiae* S288C), and the Broad Institute (*A. clavatus* NRRL 1, *A. terreus* NIH2624, *C. immitis* rs3, *Fusarium oxysporum* 4287, *Histoplasma capsulatum* g186ar, *Magnaporthe oryzae* 70--15, *Paracoccidioides brasiliensis* pb01, *Rhizopus oryzae* RA 99--880, and *Uncinocarpus reesii*, downloaded May 2012. *Penicillium marneffei* ATCC 18224 and *Talaromyces stipitatus* ATCC10500 data were obtained from JCVI.

Where available, pairwise orthology predictions generated by a reciprocal best hit approach using either InParanoid (BLOSUM80, InParanoid bootstrap score of 100%) or Jaccard clustering (80% BLASTP percent identity threshold, e value threshold of 1e−5, minimum Jaccard similarity coefficient of 0.6) were downloaded from AspGD (<http://www.aspergillusgenome.org/download/homology/orthologs/>), covering *A. fumigatus, A. nidulans*, *A. oryzae*, *A. niger,* and *S. cerevisiae*. For other species, predictions were generated by InParanoid bidirectional best hit algorithm using (default settings, bootstrap score of 100%) ([@evt077-B63]). As we are primarily interested in broadly surveying orthologs across progressively narrowing taxonomic ranks relative to the *Aspergilli*, we did not attempt complete reconstruction of all orthologous clusters across all lineages. Instead, we calculated pairwise predictions relative to *A. nidulans*, and so the caveat that prediction sensitivity varies with genetic distance applies here. With this method, orthology across all 17 study species was limited to 1,062 genes. For analysis limited to the *Aspergilli*, we included gene clusters where one of the six orthology predictions failed, after manual follow-up of cases suggested this was most often due to variation or complete failure of automated gene prediction models, usually for *A. niger*. The full orthology matrix generated is provided as [supplementary data](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evt077/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evt077/-/DC1) online.

Before calculation of intergenic sizes, filtering to remove dubious open reading frames (ORFs) was conducted based on the following criteria: all predicted proteins \<200 amino acids in length and lacking a predicted Pfam domain were queried by BLASTP ([@evt077-B1]) against a combined database consisting of the predicted proteomes for all of the above species and all other *Ascomycete* species and strains sequenced by the Broad Institute as of August 2012. Proteins with no blast hit \<1e−5 were discarded. For *A. niger* CBS 513.88, for which gene predictions are particularly generous (relative to other *Aspergilli* and also to a more recently sequenced *A. niger* strain, ATCC 1015), the above filtering was carried out for all proteins \<300 amino acids with no Pfam domains, and homology searching included strain ATCC 1015. Although this filtering may have removed some entirely novel genes, manual examination against pooled mixed condition RNA-seq data for *A. nidulans* and *A. oryzae* (AspGD) supports the existence of many transcriptionally silent small ORFs with unusual gene structure in at least these species. Calculation of intergenic size and other gene statistics was carried out with custom Python scripts (available on request) using gff/gtf gene annotations and Pfam prediction files. In brief, an UIR was assigned in full to each flanking gene, with the assumption that disruption of gene order or changes in UIR size across species would often lead to exclusion of genes without constraint on UIR size. In rare cases of genes within genes, or overlapping genes on the same strand, UIR was not calculated. A ceiling of 30 kb was applied for cases where genes flank large N-gaps in a genome (e.g., for unassembled regions such as centromeres).

Expression Data Sets and Analysis
---------------------------------

Microarray and RNAseq data sets for *A. nidulans*, *A. fumigatus*, *A. niger,* and *A. oryzae* were downloaded from NCBI GEO (GSE4578, GSE38131, GSE37796, GSE37795, GSE36440, GSE32123, GSE30384, GSE27610, GSE25266, GSE24466, GSE23605, GSE22442, GSE22052, GSE21752, GSE2085, GSE19952, GSE19430, GSE18851, GSE16617, GSE16566, GSE16509, GSE15702, GSE14285, GSE12953, GSE11930, GSE11725, GSE10712, GSE10475, and GSE38694), EBI ArrayExpress (E.MEXP.3218), sourced from [supplementary data](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evt077/-/DC1) ([Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evt077/-/DC1) online) ([@evt077-B75]; [@evt077-B86]) or from unpublished microarray data sets for *A. nidulans* (AN1060 overexpression, AN1060, AN8211, and AN0888 deletion mutants, vegetative growth time-course (Noble LM and Andrianopoulos A, in preparation) and RNAseq data sets for *P. marneffei* (yeast and hyphal growth, asexual development, macrophage phagocytosis, *hgrA* and *pakB* deletion mutants (Andrianopoulos A, Boyce KJ, Bugeja HE, Weerasinghe H, in preparation). Expression values were generated using the NCBI GEO2R tool, the R packages limma ([@evt077-B62]; [@evt077-B68]), and edgeR ([@evt077-B69]), or by parsing of SOFT formatted data with custom Python scripts.

Expression samples were clustered hierarchically using all raw data (average linkage, uncentred Pearson correlation). Testing for significant differential expression of UIR quintiles was performed in R, against sample size- and mean-matched control groups with variable size across species. Significance was measured for mean expression (against all shared orthologs) by two-sided *t* test, and for the number of genes up or downregulated at an absolute log 2 ratio of 0.5 by Fisher's exact test (in both cases, at a threshold of *P* \< 0.05 after adjustment for multiple testing by the false discovery rate method of Benjamini and Hochberg).

Functional Enrichment and Statistical Tests
-------------------------------------------

GO term enrichments for orthologous groups across varying taxonomic ranks were calculated using GoTermFinder, hosted by Princeton University (<http://go.princeton.edu/>) ([@evt077-B7]) using AspGD GO annotations against the appropriate ortholog background for each rank, with *P* \< 0.01 after Bonferroni correction. Significance was calculated for upper and lower UIR quintiles for orthologs with maintained size, and was normalized to significance for all the equivalent quintiles for all orthologs ignoring UIR conservation. Hierarchical clustering used algorithms implemented in MeV ([@evt077-B70], [@evt077-B71]). Pfam domain co-occurrence networks were generated using a custom Python script to parse Pfam predictions and generate files for Cytoscape network analysis ([@evt077-B76]). Networks represent pairwise associations of all domains in UIR groups for the studied *Aspergillus* species.

Motif, Base Frequency, and Synteny Analysis
-------------------------------------------

Custom Python scripts were used to extract UIR sequence and analyze base frequency characteristics. The MEME suite ([@evt077-B3]) was used to determine enriched motif position weight matrices, using the "any number of repetitions" (anr) model and default settings, against orthologous UIR groups across the *Aspergilli* and UIR groups as a whole. MAST was used to map genome-wide occurrence of the TACRGAGTA motif with a match score \>1,000.

We screened large UIR sequence against all known *Aspergillus* transposable elements in RepBase ([@evt077-B35]) by blastn ([@evt077-B1]) with an expect value cutoff of 1e−10. For *A. nidulans*, 15 cases of large UIR (maintained across the *Aspergilli*) containing transposable element fragments were found, predominantly matching Mariner/Tc1-type elements. Gene orientation and orthologous gene order among the *Aspergilli* was measured with a custom Python script, generating an "orthology score" representing the proportion of orthologs within a 5-gene window relative to *A. nidulans* in upstream or downstream directions. Results were qualitatively similar for a metric based on the length of broadly orthologous segments (defined as the total window length with greater than 50% orthology between species pairs).

Results
=======

Upstream Intergenic Size Distribution and Conservation
------------------------------------------------------

UIR size was surveyed for 16 diverse *Ascomycetes*, representing the largest fungal phylum, and the basal *Zygomycete* species *R.oryzae* as an outgroup ([fig. 1](#evt077-F1){ref-type="fig"}). UIR size, calculated between ORFs, varied from a median of 490 bp for *S. cerevisiae* to 1,510 bp for the plant pathogenic filamentous fungus *M.oryzae*. This correlates with the proportion of coding sequence (CDS) in the genome (Pearson's *r* = −0.92, *P* = 7.6e−8), total genome size (*r* = 0.81, *P* = 4.2e−5) and, to a lesser extent, mean number of introns per gene (*r* = 0.45, *P* = 0.03). Genome wide, UIR size distribution does not match phylogeny closely, although at the extremes the two *Sordariomycetes*, *F.oxysporum* and *M. oryzae*, possess the largest intergenic regions and the two *Saccharomycete* yeasts, *S. cerevisiae* and *C.albicans*, the smallest ([fig. 1](#evt077-F1){ref-type="fig"}). Phylogenetic clustering based on UIR size for the set of core orthologs across all species recapitulated known relationships substantially better than the genome-wide approach ([supplementary fig. S1](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evt077/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evt077/-/DC1) online), supporting the expectation that local architecture of nonconserved genes is more variable. F[ig]{.smallcaps}. 1.---Fungal phylogeny and distribution of UIR size. Maximum likelihood phylogeny based on concatenated amino acid sequence for 100 single copy orthologs ranked by UIR invariance. Taxonomic groupings used throughout the study are highlighted, ranging from phylum *Ascomycota* (darkest blue) to subdivision *Pezizomycotina*, class *Eurotiomycete*, order *Eurotiale*, and genus *Aspergillus* (lightest blue). Upstream intergenic size distribution for each species is shown at right. Box plots span first and third quartiles (whiskers extend to 1.5× these values), median values are indicated by a black bar.

UIR size varies over a wide range with genomic noncoding sequence, whereas the coding size of genes is relatively invariant across species. The 90% UIR percentile for *S. cerevisiae*, for example, is 1,558 bp, only slightly larger than the median UIR size for *M. oryzae* (1,503 bp), whereas for gene CDS 90% the equivalent values are 2,864 and 2,773 bp, respectively. For this reason, we took a within species rank approach to examining UIR size maintenance, rather than using fixed size limits. A corollary of this approach is that percentiles are not equal in range, so that maintenance within central UIR bins represents strict size conservation relative to relaxed bounds for the upper percentile bin. We see only if UIR size tends to remain similar, relatively, against the varying forces of selection encountered along lineages.

For each species, orthologous genes were binned by intergenic size quintile (one-fifth of all genes per species per bin), and length was examined across taxonomic ranks. At all levels, the distribution of UIR size was J-shaped (skewed toward the extremes, particularly toward large regions, [fig. 2](#evt077-F2){ref-type="fig"}*A*). This largely reflects the inequality of quintile ranges, but the distribution remains skewed toward extremes when normalized to range ([fig. 2](#evt077-F2){ref-type="fig"}*B*). Large UIRs could arise through "passive" indirect forces of variation generation, such as replication slippage, transposable element insertion, and chromosomal rearrangement. Assuming selection acts generally to streamline genomes, UIR would be pruned where possible and would therefore vary across lineages, according to function and the efficacy of selection. Large UIR maintenance would tend to decrease with increasing evolutionary distance, relative to other quintiles near the minimal limit of regulatory control. However, the proportion of maintained large UIR genes increases, rather than decreases, with evolutionary distance ([fig. 2](#evt077-F2){ref-type="fig"}*B*). Furthermore, although a clear relationship between the size of UIR and local conservation of orthologous gene order is apparent genome-wide, in that evolutionary instability is associated with larger UIR, this trend is weak (large UIR) or reversed entirely (small UIR) for genes with maintained UIR size ([fig. 2](#evt077-F2){ref-type="fig"}*C*). In all, this suggests that some large UIR may be under selection, against a general inverse association between the conservation of gene order and gene density. F[ig]{.smallcaps}. 2.---Extremes of UIR size are maintained through evolution. (*A*) Bar plots of the number of orthologous gene clusters with UIR size restricted to quintiles (relative to the distribution for each species), across narrowing taxonomic ranks from subdivision *Peziomycotina* (all species excluding *Rhizopus oryzae* and the yeasts *Saccharomyces cerevisiae* and *Candida albicans*) to genus *Aspergillus*. Distributions largely reflect quintile ranges. (*B*) The same plots normalized to the standard deviation of gene UIR within each quintile to account for range inequality. Although small UIR genes are clearly most conserved across all ranks by this measure, the proportion of genes with large, maintained UIR increases with evolutionary distance. (*C*) The relationship between UIR length and conservation of gene order (see Materials and Methods) in the *Aspergilli* (synteny), across maintained UIR length quintiles. Orthology score represents the proportion of orthologs with conserved gene order relative to *Aspergillus nidulans* over a five gene window, calculated for each ortholog. Raw data (expanded vertically for clarity) is plotted over a smoothed generalized additive model with standard error (see Materials and Methods).

Although distant orthology predictions for transcription factors, which often share homology only within a small DNA-binding domain, are problematic, we found a single gene (from a conservative set of 1,062 core orthologs) with a large UIR maintained across all 17 species. This APSES family morphogenetic transcriptional regulator, known as *stunted* (*stuA*) in the *Aspergilli* ([@evt077-B53]), *EFG1* in *C. albicans* ([@evt077-B78]) and represented by the paralogs *PHD1* and *SOK2* in *S. cerevisiae* ([@evt077-B23]), is exceptionally complex in structure and regulation by fungal standards. The *stuA* locus comprises two transcriptional units (*stuA*α and *stuA*β) from four exons, a small upstream ORF associated with translational regulation of *stuA*α, and a large 5′-UTR ([@evt077-B54]; [@evt077-B17]; [@evt077-B91]). Many of these features are conserved within the *Pezizomycotina*. Added to this is a UIR of mean size 10,920 bp (±1,060 SE) maintained across the studied species ([supplementary fig. S2](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evt077/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evt077/-/DC1) online).

UIRs and UTRs Are Associated with Transcriptional Promiscuity
-------------------------------------------------------------

The size of dedicated upstream regulatory sequence is correlated with regulatory complexity in plants and metazoans ([@evt077-B57]; [@evt077-B89]; [@evt077-B15]; [@evt077-B38]) and this also appears to hold true for fungi. The dimorphic yeast *C. albicans* undergoes substantial transcriptional rewiring in switching between white and opaque cell types, controlling niche exploitation and mating ([@evt077-B98]; [@evt077-B44]; [@evt077-B72]). Regions bound by the switching regulator Wor1 are significantly larger than expected, and associated transcripts differentially expressed between cell types have long UTRs ([@evt077-B85]). To test the generality of these associations in fungi, we collated expression data (42 microarray and RNAseq experiments spanning 132 conditions and five *Eurotiomycete* species) and measured expression differences for genes in conserved UIR length quintiles. We considered significant differences in mean expression, as well as the number of genes regulated at a fixed differential expression threshold (absolute log 2 ratio = 0.5). Conserved length UIR genes were compared against control clusters with nonconserved UIR size, against data for all shared orthologs.

Genes with UIR size maintained across species in the lower quintile (hereafter referred to as small UIR genes) or upper quintile (large UIR) were differentially regulated more often and at far higher significance than those with variable length UIR, for both mean expression (Benjamini and Hochberg adjusted *t* test *P* \< 0.05) and for the number of differentially expressed genes per experiment (adjusted Fisher exact test *P* \< 0.05; [fig. 3](#evt077-F3){ref-type="fig"} and [supplementary fig. S3](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evt077/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evt077/-/DC1) online). This was most obvious for large UIR genes, which were upregulated across the diverse experimental test conditions more often than downregulated (upregulated for 57 of 132 conditions versus 42 downregulated). Orthologs with nonconserved small UIR were still significantly different for many experiments (e.g., by mean expression for 73 conditions) and hierarchical clustering of conditions showed they often responded similarly to small, conserved length UIR genes, suggesting related gene function. F[ig]{.smallcaps}. 3.---Large and small UIR genes are transcriptionally promiscuous. Histogram of genome-wide gene expression samples (42 experiments across five species, 132 samples in total) showing significantly different expression for orthologs with conserved lower (L), mid (M), and upper (U) UIR quintiles, against matched control groups with variable size across species (LNC, low not conserved with small mean size across orthologous genes; UNC, upper not conserved with high mean size). Significance is measured for mean expression (against all shared orthologs), and for the number of genes up- or downregulated at an absolute log 2 ratio of 0.5 (see Materials and Methods).

For a number of experiments, modest but highly significant correlation between gene expression and intergenic size was apparent without regard to conservation of genes or UIR size across species (e.g., maximum Spearman's ρ for *A. nidulans* and *A. fumigatus* vegetative growth data sets of 0.33 and 0.32). Asexual development, starvation, and other stress data sets all showed correlation with UIR size; typically spanning both up- and downregulated expression ([supplementary fig. S4](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evt077/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evt077/-/DC1) online).

Expression promiscuity of genes with large UIR might be due in part to regulation via UTRs, because UIR was calculated based on ORFs and 5′-UTR size therefore contributes to and might correlate with UIR size. The correlation between UIR and UTR size is weak but generally significant across four *Aspergilli* for which genome-wide data are available (Pearson's *r* = 0.15 for the 47% of genes with a predicted 5′-UTR of any length across all species, [fig. 4](#evt077-F4){ref-type="fig"}*A*). Most 5′-UTRs physically represent around 25% of UIR size (median 154 bp, against a median UIR size of 627 bp), and so need not substantially influence calculation of UIR size. However, large UIR genes are approximately 1.5 times more likely than other genes to have an annotated 5′- and 3′-UTR, and the extremes of conserved UIR size positively correlate with both 3′- and, particularly, 5′-UTR size; that is, small UIR genes have small 5′-UTRs (relative to genes with small but nonconserved UIR size), whereas large genes have large 5′- and 3′-UTRs (relative to genes with large but nonconserved UIR size, [fig. 4](#evt077-F4){ref-type="fig"}*B*). This suggests that for the subset of orthologs with conserved UIR and UTR, similar forces shape both intergenic and transcribed sequence. F[ig]{.smallcaps}. 4.---Large UTRs are associated with a subset of large UIR genes. (*A*) Relationship between 5′-UTR and UIR size for four *Aspergilli* based on RNAseq annotation (data from the *Aspergillus* Genome Database, see Materials and Methods). Correlations are weak but highly significant for *Aspergillus niger* and *A. oryzae* (*P* \< 1e−10) for the full data set, whereas equivalent significance is only seen for *A. nidulans* and *A. fumigatus* over lower UIR ranges. (*B*) Mean UTR length for orthologs with conserved UIR length, relative to the equivalent quintiles for all data regardless of conservation across species. Error bars represent standard error of the mean.

It might also be predicted that genes in a divergent orientation, with independent regulatory controls, might be associated with larger UIR, and that a bias in gene orientation might therefore influence UIR calculation ([@evt077-B12]). Gene upstream regions are indeed larger than downstream regions across the *Aspergilli* on average (data not shown). However, although there was a clear, general trend toward larger UIR for divergent genes within the *Aspergilli* (*P* = 4.6e−18 by two-sided *t* test), the reverse relationship held for genes with evolutionarily maintained large UIR (*P* = 1e-3, [supplementary fig. S5](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evt077/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evt077/-/DC1) online). A general bias in gene orientation was apparent across all *Aspergillus* genomes. Divergent genes are significantly more common than serially arranged genes, and this is particularly stark for small UIR genes (10:1 ratio, [supplementary fig. S5](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evt077/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evt077/-/DC1) online). However, the ratio between divergent and serial genes for large, maintained UIR and for nonconserved genes is very similar (1.15 and 1.19). In sum, these data suggest genes with large, maintained UIR are not subject to a bias either in physical arrangement or in increased UIR size as a function of gene arrangement.

Conserved UIR Size Is Highly Predictive of Function in *Ascomycetes*
--------------------------------------------------------------------

The number of orthologs with conserved UIR rises steeply as genetic distance falls, but much of this may be due to chance conservation. To test this, we looked for patterns of functional enrichment in orthologous UIR quintiles, relative to nonconserved quintiles, across the narrowing taxonomic ranks of subdivision *Pezizomycotina* (14 species), class *Eurotiomycete* (12 species), order *Eurotiale* (8 species), and genus *Aspergillus* (6 species). At all levels, functional enrichments for genes of small, conserved UIR size were predominantly associated with "housekeeping" processes such as ribosomal biogenesis ([fig. 5](#evt077-F5){ref-type="fig"}*A* and *B*), as has been observed in other organisms ([@evt077-B89]; [@evt077-B38]). Although enrichments were highly significant, genes annotated to these processes accounted for only 21% of the small UIR cluster, indicating a far more diverse membership. Overall, relative to genes with nonconserved small UIR, these genes comprised fewer introns and were approximately 1.3 times more likely to encode Pfam domains ([fig. 6](#evt077-F6){ref-type="fig"}). F[ig]{.smallcaps}. 5.---Functional enrichments in differentially conserved small and large UIR orthologs. (*A*) Significantly enriched Gene Ontology (GO) terms (*P* \< 0.01 by hypergeometric testing after Bonferroni correction) for genes with conserved UIR size (upper or lower quintile) across the taxonomic ranks of subdivision *Pezizomycotina* (14 species), class *Eurotiomycete* (12 species), order *Eurotiale* (8 species), and genus *Aspergillus* (6 species). Heatmap color scale represents both term significance (log 10 *P* value after subtraction of significance for nonconserved UIR quintiles) and UIR size; positive values (red) for large UIR orthologs, negative values (blue) for small UIR orthologs. Term dendrogram is based on hierarchical clustering (average linkage, Euclidean distance), selected annotations are shown at right. (*B*, *C*) Pfam protein domain co-occurrence networks for genes of small (lower quintile, *B*) and large (upper quintile, *C*) UIR size maintained across the *Aspergilli*, arranged by sub-network connectivity. Two nodes (domains) are connected by an edge if they occur within the same protein. Node size and colour are scaled by domain frequency within each conserved UIR group (repeats in a single protein are counted once), edge thickness is scaled by the number of co-occurrences for each domain pair within each conserved UIR group. Common motifs in small UIR genes are WD40, HAT (*h*alf *a T*PR), Heat, TPR_2 and Helicase_C domains, which are predominantly involved in protein--protein and protein--RNA interaction and RNA processing. Relative to large UIR orthologs, motifs are not highly connected within small UIR orthologs indicating functional stability (clustering co-efficient = 0.35, average number of neighbors = 2.12). Common motifs in large UIR genes are C~2~H~2~ and Zn~2~C~6~ zinc finger DNA-binding domains, protein kinase, LRR_1 (*l*eucine *r*ich *r*epeat), WD40, PUF (Pumilio-family RNA binding repeat) and RRM_1 repeat motifs, C2 (calcium binding), and MFS and ABC transporter domains. Although the Zn~2~C~6~ zinc finger domain is the dominant DNA binding domain in fungi (found on average 4.2 times more frequently than C~2~H~2~ domains in the six *Aspergilli*), C~2~H~2~ domains are far more common among large UIR genes. Relative to small UIR genes, common motifs in large UIR genes are typically highly connected locally and globally (clustering coefficient = 4.27, average number of neighbors = 2.55), indicative of greater functional complexity and versatility ([@evt077-B93]). F[ig]{.smallcaps}. 6.---General characteristics of conserved UIR genes. Mean Pfam domains and exons per gene, % coding sequence and gene length (genomic sequence) for orthologs with small (lower quintile) and large (upper quintile) intergenic sequence for the genus *Aspergillus*, against the equivalent quintiles for all data regardless of conservation across species. Similar trends are seen for all other taxonomic ranks. Error bars are standard error.

Large UIR genes showed more dynamic functional enrichments over taxonomic ranks ([fig. 5](#evt077-F5){ref-type="fig"}*A*), although this measurement is biased by the use of *Aspergillus* and *S. cerevisiae*-centric functional associations. These genes were also of larger size (mean ∼1.2 times genomic sequence), encoded more Pfam domains and, against the trend of expanded coding, UTR and UIR size, tended to have fewer and smaller introns than average across all taxonomic levels ([fig. 6](#evt077-F6){ref-type="fig"}). At the most distant level, the *Pezizomycotina*, all functional enrichments were related to gene expression, metabolic regulation, and transcription factor activity. Within *Eurotiales* and the *Aspergilli*, the general term of biological regulation was maximally significant; encompassing transcription factor, protein kinase and G-protein coupled receptor genes (accounting for more than a third of large UIR genes, *P* = 2.4e−7 over genes with large, nonconserved UIR), along with filamentous growth and cell wall biogenesis activity ([fig. 5](#evt077-F5){ref-type="fig"}*A*). Notably, although the Zn~2~C~6~ zinc finger domain is by far the most common DNA-binding domain in fungi (found on average 4.2 times more frequently than C~2~H~2~ domains in the six *Aspergilli*), C~2~H~2~ domains predominate among large UIR genes ([fig. 5](#evt077-F5){ref-type="fig"}*C*). Annotated targets of regulation were asexual and, to a lesser extent, sexual development, and both primary and secondary metabolism.

In fungi, genes involved in secondary metabolite production are often clustered, allowing co-regulation by cluster-specific transcription factors and local chromatin modification ([@evt077-B95]; [@evt077-B64]; [@evt077-B67]; [@evt077-B79]). If UIR reflects regulatory complexity then this economy of regulation would be expected to be associated with small UIR, and indeed we found that gene clusters required for biosynthesis of sterigmatocystin, penicillin, monodictyphenone, terrequinone, and orsellenic acid in *A. nidulans* are extremely compact relative to the genome as a whole (*P* \< 0.01 for every cluster, *P* = 2.5e−29 for all 50 genes by two-sided *t* test, data not shown).

Large UIR Genes Are Enriched in Polypyrimidine Tracts and a Novel Putative Regulatory Motif with Relaxed Gene Proximity Bias
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Given the high level of functional coherence in conserved UIR classes, particularly large UIR genes, we sought to identify *cis*-regulatory sequences shared across the *Aspergilli*. The presence of evolutionarily conserved motifs far upstream of ORFs would bolster the case for regulatory relevance of large UIR. We also considered general characteristics of sequence composition that might influence nucleosome positioning or other aspects of chromatin structure.

Putative transcription factor binding sites conserved across the *Aspergilli* were detected by MEME analysis for most large UIR orthologous genes ([@evt077-B3]), including some of the few experimentally defined *Aspergillus* transcription factor sites such as HGATAR (AreA binding) and CCAAT (HapB/C/D binding) boxes, and many short CGG/CCG-based motifs that are common targets of fungal Zn(II)~2~Cys~6~ cluster transcription factors. Overwhelmingly, however, large tracts of repetitive sequence were identified as the most significantly enriched "motifs" upstream of genes with large, conserved UIR size. Strong composition, strand and gene proximity biases were evident: most common were gene proximal CT-rich tracts on the plus strand (PPPTs, for *p*lus-strand *p*oly*p*yrimidine *t*racts), although strand bias decayed with distance so that AG tracts were also common further upstream ([fig. 7](#evt077-F7){ref-type="fig"}*A* and *B*). AT tracts, known to be involved in nucleosome positioning and DNA replication initiation in other fungi ([@evt077-B31]), were also present at lower frequency; however, these were not enriched relative to the control population of large, nonconserved UIR genes. F[ig]{.smallcaps}. 7.---Sequence composition biases and enriched motifs in conserved, large UIR. (*A*) Counts of low complexity sequence tracts within conserved or nonconserved large UIR in the *Aspergilli* (sliding window of 30 bp, step size 15 bp, with two-base composition \>0.75, counts binned by 50 bp). CT and, to a lesser extent, AG-rich tracts are enriched relative to the matched control population of large mean, variable UIR size orthologs. (*B*) Plots of repetitive sequence tract location (kb upstream of the translation start site) for conserved large UIR orthologs (upper) and nonconserved large UIR orthologs (lower). Polypyrimidine tracts are overrepresented on the plus strand within the first 2 kb of upstream sequence. (*C*) Mean orthology score (proportion of orthologs across *Aspergilli* relative to *Aspergillus nidulans* within a 5 gene window) upstream or downstream of genes with maintained UIR size, (lower, mid, and upper quintile) or for the remainder of orthologs with nonconserved UIR size. Stability of gene order is generally higher upstream than downstream of genes, but large UIR is associated with reduced stability. (*D*) Motifs detected as significantly enriched within the first 2 kb upstream of genes with conserved, large UIR in the *Aspergilli* are predominately low-complexity sequence, with the exception of the consensus motif TACTCYGTA/TACRGAGTA.

Although gene-proximally enriched, PPPTs were also distributed throughout extended upstream sequence in many orthologs ([supplementary fig. S6](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evt077/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evt077/-/DC1) online), although positional conservation generally fell with increasing distance. Notably, of the top 35 large UIR orthologs ranked by extended conservation in polypyrimidine tract positioning, 27 are regulatory factors (15 transcription, 8 signal transduction, and 4 translation regulators). All characterized proteins play pivotal roles in either metabolic regulation---including carbon catabolite repression (C~2~H~2~ transcription factor CreA and ubiquitin hydrolase CreB), acetyl-CoA metabolism (synthase FacA and carboxylase AccA), fatty acid utilization (Zn(II)~2~Cys~6~ transcription factor FarB), and nitrogen metabolism (glutamate synthase GltA)---or development, such as C~2~H~2~ transcription factors BrlA, MsnA, and SteA, and the bHLH transcription factor DevR. However, most genes are uncharacterized (outside of *S. cerevisiae* or *S. pombe*, in cases where clear homologs exist), and are of interest by association. In particular, we note the presence of the ortholog of *S. cerevisiae* SWI1, an ARID/BRIGHT domain DNA binding component of the nucleosome remodeling SWI/SNF complex, and a HMG box protein (AN3667), both of which are themselves predicted to bind low-complexity sequence. Also of interest, given the long-suspected role for translational regulation of development in *Aspergilli* ([@evt077-B27]; [@evt077-B81]; [@evt077-B49]; [@evt077-B56]; [@evt077-B73]; [@evt077-B20]; [@evt077-B8]; [@evt077-B61]), are multiple genes for predicted RNA-binding proteins AN1288 (La domain), AN8038 (RRM, R3H, SUZ-C domains), AN1158 (ortholog of *S. cerevisiae* repressor SSD1), and AN7480 (multi-RRM domain ortholog of *S. pombe* negative regulator of differentiation, *nrd1*).

Once potential cause of both UIR expansion and repetitive sequence tracts is transposable element activity; however, we identified few cases of relic elements (e.g., 15 for *A. nidulans*, see Materials and Methods), suggesting recent insertions are not a major driver. Recombination between large intergenic regions or replication slippage could also contribute to expansion of low complexity sequence ([@evt077-B10]; [@evt077-B87]; [@evt077-B94]). To examine the relationship between gene rearrangement and UIR size, we calculated ortholog collinearity across the *Aspergilli*, considering synteny relative to gene orientation separately (upstream or downstream). Notably, although orthology upstream of genes was significantly higher than downstream, both at the genome-wide level and for smaller UIR quintiles, there was no difference for large UIR genes ([fig. 7](#evt077-F7){ref-type="fig"}*C*). Recombination upstream of large UIR genes during evolution is therefore elevated, in proportion to target size, and may contribute to expansion of repetitive tracts.

Finally, while a clear majority of conserved, putative regulatory motifs detected across large UIR orthologs showed a strong gene proximity bias, suggesting distal upstream sequence may not be important for regulation by classical sequence-specific transcription factors, we found a single prominent contrary case. A novel semi-palindromic, information-rich motif, consensus TACRGAGTA/TACTCYGTA, was enriched upstream of these genes ([fig. 8](#evt077-F8){ref-type="fig"}*D*), typically in multiple copies dispersed throughout the entire intergenic region so that motif count correlated with UIR size (Pearson's *r* = 0.78). Mapping of the motif position weight matrix (PWM) across the genomes of three *Aspergilli* showed a depletion of consensus motifs within ORFs (*P* = 1.4e−16, χ^2^ test) and a 7-fold overrepresentation in intergenic regions (*P* = 0). Although a modest but significant gene proximity bias was evident for the 504 orthologous genes with one or more motifs, orthologs with multiple motifs (mean \> 5, *n* = 54 orthologs) did not show this bias, suggesting distal and proximal motifs may be similarly important for these genes ([supplementary fig. S4](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evt077/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evt077/-/DC1) online). Known developmental regulators were significantly enriched among orthologs with conserved motifs (e.g., *devR, flbA, flbC, flbD, imeB, medA, msnA, nosA, stuA, rasA, rasB, veA,* and *velB*), other characterized genes were involved in regulation of core metabolic, mitogenic, stress response, and signal transduction pathways. F[ig]{.smallcaps}. 8.---Broadly conserved polypyrimidine tracts are enriched upstream of large UIR regulatory genes. Six examples of orthologous, large UIR genes in the *Aspergilli* with semi-conserved repetitive sequence tracts. CT-, AT-, and AG-rich tracts were counted (sliding window of 30 bp, step size 15 bp, with a two-base composition \>0.75. Points are plotted for both bases where a window passes the threshold) and plotted by location (bp upstream of the translation start site). Shown are UIR for the pivotal fungal developmental regulators C~2~H~2~ transcription factor BrlA, APSES domain transcription factor StuA and kinase ImeB, the carbon catabolite repression factor CreA (C~2~H~2~ transcription factor), and uncharacterized genes in *Aspergilli* AN6578 (ortholog of *Candida albicans* transcriptional regulator of white-opaque switching, *WOR1* and *Schizosaccharomyces pombe* gti1) and AN8741 (a conserved C~2~H~2~ transcription factor with weak homology to fungal developmental regulator FlbC).

Discussion
==========

We have extended the typical functional comparative genomic analysis approach with the inclusion of conserved genomic structure surrounding orthologous genes in fungi. The evolutionary relevance of this factor is supported by the skewed distributions of UIR size conservation, strong functional (GO) and expression biases that vary with UIR size, and a number of exaggerated gene structure and sequence characteristics. We stress, however, that the within species percentile approach to classifying UIR size means that upper quintile genes are not subject to strict maintenance of UIR size, but are simply consistently large relative to the within species distribution. Despite great variation in genome architecture, conservation of UIR size for at least one orthologous gene (*Aspergillus stuA*) is detectable across all studied species, maintained for approximately 600 Myr ([@evt077-B77]). This gene is subject to exceptionally complex regulatory control, both transcriptional and posttranslational, in a number of species, and exceptionally oversized intergenic sequence is likely to be important for this ([@evt077-B17]; [@evt077-B40]; [@evt077-B32]; [@evt077-B48]).

UIR Maintenance and Regulatory Complexity
-----------------------------------------

UIR size is correlated with regulatory complexity in *Neurospora crassa*, *C. elegans* and *Arabidopsis* ([@evt077-B57]; [@evt077-B89]; [@evt077-B15]). In yeast, genes annotated to GO categories such as "cell wall" and "transport" and the common environmental response are associated with longer UIR, while the opposite relationship holds for essential genes ([@evt077-B97]; [@evt077-B39]). In the dimorphic fungus *C. albicans*, intergenic regions bound by the master regulator of white-opaque switching Wor1 are 5-fold larger than average, and bound genes are associated with large, variable UTRs (including *EFG1*, another dimorphism regulator and ortholog of *Aspergillus stuA*), suggesting alternative promoter use ([@evt077-B98]; [@evt077-B85]).

These data have given rise to the simple theory that intergenic size directly reflects regulatory complexity ([@evt077-B57]), that is, the number of modular or combinatorial transcription factor binding sites, at least in streamlined genomes where forces of genome expansion are counterbalanced by selection. Although transcription factor sites have not been systematically determined for fungi outside the model yeasts, it seems likely this hypothesis stands for the diverse *Ascomycetes* analyzed here. Although we found large UIR size to be associated with frequent transcriptional regulation across diverse conditions, this was also the case, though to a lesser extent, for small UIR genes. This may simply reflect the nature of the genes with conserved UIR size and of the expression data surveyed; ribosomal biogenesis genes are highly responsive to metabolic changes, and are strongly differentially expressed across various growth conditions and developmental stages in *Aspergilli*. Consistent with our expression correlation analysis, not all ribosome biogenesis genes are found within our (arbitrarily defined) small UIR quintile group across all species, suggesting differential selection for genome minimization or gene regulation across lineages. However, a general association between core metabolic activities and reduced UIR size is clear.

Extremes of UTR size were also associated with frequent transcriptional regulation, although in most cases the overlap in response between UIR and UTR size was not strong (not shown). Correlation between 5′-UTR and UIR size was generally significant across four *Aspergilli* with genome-wide annotations, and therefore contributes to calculation of UIR size. However, the contribution of UTR to UIR size is modest and so is unlikely to confound UIR measurement, instead 5′-UTR length may further reflect the complexity of transcriptional controls. Although the length distribution of 5′-UTRs is near phylogenetically constant, suggesting general independence with organismal complexity ([@evt077-B47]), exceptions exist at smaller scales; both 5′-UTR and UIR size are significantly larger in the regulatory circuits of Wor1 in *C. albicans* and Oct4 in mouse ([@evt077-B85]), and 5′-UTR length is associated with variable, inducible expression in *S. cerevisiae* and *C. albicans* ([@evt077-B43]).

Initiation of development may be the most complex decision in the life history of filamentous fungi ([@evt077-B51]; [@evt077-B82]). With limited ability to evade environmental fluctuations, metabolic economics and basic biophysical constraints determine the capacity to protect, reproduce and disseminate the genome appropriately for the conditions as some combination of multinucleate mycelium or differentiated spores. This requires precise spatial regulation of high-level metabolic processes, such as catabolite repression systems, and developmental genetic networks. Accordingly, genes with large UIR maintained across all taxonomic ranks from *Pezizomycetes* to the *Aspergilli* were strongly enriched in information processing functions, principally sequence-specific DNA binding and signal transduction, a correlate of organismal complexity ([@evt077-B88]). Encoded protein domains were more evolutionarily mobile than those of small UIR genes, but showed a strong bias away from the Zn(II)~2~Cys~6~ cluster DNA-binding domain predominant in fungal transcription factors and toward the more evolutionarily conserved C~2~H~2~ domain ([@evt077-B90]). This predicts that Zn(II)~2~Cys~6~ transcription factors are more likely to be restricted in their target domains, such as secondary metabolite gene clusters or non-preferred "alternative" primary metabolic pathways associated with fungal heterotrophism.

Many well-characterized metabolic and developmental regulators have large, maintained UIR---31% of these genes in the *Aspergilli*, for example, have been experimentally studied in *A. nidulans* against 18% for all orthologs. This suggests either a characterization or mutational bias (characterized genes, most of which have been identified through mutant alleles, are significantly longer in both ORF and UIR than uncharacterized genes, data not shown), or, more likely in our view, genuine enrichment for mutant phenotypes. Characterized genes encode many more conserved Pfam domains than uncharacterized genes, and genes with maintained large UIRs (and often large UTRs) may represent a specific subset of regulators with wide domain activity. The presence of many predicted regulators with large UIR that are currently uncharacterized in filamentous fungi, either without clear orthologs in the model yeasts or with orthologs of reduced UIR, implies these genes may be of similar functional importance in these organisms. However, this hypothesis awaits comprehensive experimental validation.

In this regard, evidence that mutants for at least some characterized large UIR genes can be complemented without the entire intergenic region argues against a strict functional requirement ([@evt077-B6]; [@evt077-B53]; [@evt077-B5]; [@evt077-B36]; [@evt077-B96]; [@evt077-B14]; [@evt077-B65]). Even in genomes as divergent as those of *S. cerevisiae* and *C. elegans*, most transcription factor binding sites are closely gene proximal, typically within 500 bp upstream of ORFs ([@evt077-B29]; [@evt077-B60]). However, a lack of obvious phenotypes in the laboratory does not rule out the potential for subtle quantitative differences that may be far from selectively neutral in a competitive, heterogeneous environment, a point we return to later.

Polypyrimidine Tracts Are Enriched in Large, Conserved UIR
----------------------------------------------------------

Analysis of conserved putative functional motifs in large UIR genes maintained across the *Aspergilli* found significantly enriched tracts of low-complexity sequence and at least one highly conserved, information-rich motif preferentially located in large UIR regulatory genes. Although some low-complexity tracts were AT-rich, a known factor influencing intrinsic nucleosome affinity ([@evt077-B34]; [@evt077-B84]; [@evt077-B33]), plus strand CT-rich tracts were far more frequent, were enriched over orthologs with more variable UIR size, and in many cases were broadly conserved in position across the *Aspergilli*. We are not aware of any data implicating polypyrimidine sequence in nucleosome positioning, although related poly-T tracts have recently been found to demarcate gene transcription start sites in the AT-rich genome of *Dictyostelium discoideum* ([@evt077-B13])*.* Although recent transposable element insertion does not appear to be a major driver of UIR and repetitive sequence expansion, replication slippage is a potential cause and consequence ([@evt077-B28]).

Presumably, large UIR must in many cases accommodate noncoding sequence important for chromosome maintenance and control such as replication origins, which number in the hundreds in *S. cerevisiae* and *S. pombe* ([@evt077-B74]; [@evt077-B58]; [@evt077-B19]). Eukaryotic replication initiation origin sequences are best understood in *S. cerevisiae* and its close relatives, but recent comparative study with *S. pombe* and *D. melanogaster* suggests primary sequence determinants, size and position are highly plastic through evolution. In the yeasts, degenerate AT-rich sequence motifs in nucleosome depleted regions are recognized ([@evt077-B24]). In *N.crassa*, sequence is thought to be less predictive than the presence of chromatin remodeling proteins and activating histone modifications ([@evt077-B18]), though a study using different methods found replication origins in both mouse and *N.crassa* are significantly associated with G- and GC-rich sequence upstream of actively transcribed genes ([@evt077-B11]). As for replication origins, matrix-scaffold attachments regions (MARs) required for attachment of chromatin to the nuclear matrix are also found in intergenic regions ([@evt077-B25]). Among a number of features associated with MARs are polypurine/polypyrimidine tracts, which are capable of forming triple-helical structures (hydrogen bond stabilized H-DNA) in a pH dependent manner ([@evt077-B55]; [@evt077-B50]; [@evt077-B25]; [@evt077-B9]).

Such features of chromosome and genome maintenance might influence gene expression dynamics, though it is not obvious why pronounced yet broad functional biases in associated genes would be observed. An alternative theory is that both the size and sequence composition of UIR may subtly influence regulatory kinetics of genes in a manner that is relatively inconsequential in the laboratory but still evolutionarily relevant. One such factor may be transcription factor search time, which is dependent on target site accessibility and therefore on factors such as DNA sequence, chromatin structure and localization ([@evt077-B26]; [@evt077-B92]; [@evt077-B45]).

A Novel Motif Conserved among *Pezizomycotina*May Coregulate Key Developmental and Metabolic Genes
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The single information-rich motif (consensus TACRGAGTA) enriched upstream of large UIR genes shows only a weak gene proximity bias, and none at all in multiple motif genes. This suggests that, at least in some cases, distant intergenic motifs have been maintained and may therefore be important in gene regulation. Either TACRGAGTA motif genes are coregulated in a classical transcription factor network or their downstream regulation by other specific factors is enabled generally by a TACRGAGTA-binding factor, for example, through chromatin accessibility, in a manner similar to "pioneer" factors that establish transcriptional competence ([@evt077-B30]; [@evt077-B22]; [@evt077-B52]). Although we did see significantly correlated differential expression for these genes across a number of conditions, given correlation between large UIR, the presence of TACRGAGTA motifs and a functional bias toward developmental and other regulators, it is impossible to disentangle these factors without targeted experimental manipulation. We note that intergenic motif enrichment was significant well beyond the *Aspergilli* (more so than conservation upstream of orthologous genes; consensus motifs were found upstream of only 26 orthologs across the *Pezizomycotina*), suggesting strong conservation of the putative binding factor but relaxed selection on motif location over the several hundred million years since divergence ([@evt077-B80]; [@evt077-B42]).

In summary, we have found that conserved local architecture of genetic loci is a surprisingly accurate predictor of gene function in diverse fungi. The ability to detect this relationship may be due in part to the relatively streamlined genomes of such species. Although large UIR is not strictly required under laboratory conditions for many genes studied experimentally, unique structural and sequence characteristics, and strong biases in expression and function suggest clear evolutionary relevance. With genome-wide gene characterization projects underway or in sight for a number of filamentous fungi, it will be interesting to test this estimate of regulatory complexity against the revealed topologies of genetic networks.

Supplementary Material
======================

[Supplementary figures S1--S6](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evt077/-/DC1) are available at *Genome Biology and Evolution* online (<http://www.gbe.oxfordjournals.org/>).
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